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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2x10) 

 a) Write the full forms of CADD------ & CAM------.  
 b) Basic blocks are entered into a computer system using a -----------.  
 c) A Dobby loom is a type of floor loom that controls all the warp threads using a 

device called a ----------- 
 

 d) -------- & ----------are two fields in which CAD designing is used.  
 e) CAD is the use of computer technology for -------- & -----------.  
 f) CAD and CAM software helps to make the process ----------- &-----------.  
 g) Full forms of EDA and MDA.  
 h) CAD may be used to design curves and figures in --------& -----------space.  
 i) --------- & --------- are two designing software of CAD .  
 j) Computerized patternmaking makes pattern --------- & --------. 

 
 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2x10) 

 a) State the applications of adobe photoshop,  
 b) What are the instructions for tools for tracing & color filling?  
 c) Define dobby  and Jacquard Fabric.  
 d) State the function of computerized machine embroidery.  
 e) How are patterns made for commercial clothing manufacture?  
 f) State the advantages of CAD/CAM.  
 g) Write two basic features of electronic punching machine.  
 h) Define  flat pattern making method.  
 i) Write the importance of Corel draw.  
 j) What is a jacquard? 

 
 

    
Q3 a) Explain : ‘The role of the latest Clothing CAD/CAM system applications in the 

educational process’. 
(10) 

 b) Give a brief overview on electronic dobby and jacquard loom. (5) 
    

Q4 a) Discuss about Photoshop - its history, format, tools and versions. (10) 
 b) Give a brief account about fashion CAD. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Why is computer used in design process? (10) 
 b) Introduce the world of 3D imaging. (5) 
    

Q6 a) What is the dobby loom and jacquard loom mechanisms? (10) 
 b) What are the benefits and limitations of cad in textile design? (5) 
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Q7 a) How is CAD used in different designing methods like embroidery, printing or 
any other kinds of enhancements? 

(10) 

 b) List down the advantages of CAD. (5) 
    

Q8 a) What are the basic drawing techniques and tools used to create a design?  (10) 
 b) What is the use and functioning of CAD in sewing, pattern making and 

garment construction? 
(5) 

    
Q9 a) How is CAD incorporated in knitting? (10) 

 b) What are the principles and elements of colors, color selection and application 
through CAD? 

(5) 
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